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Publisher Summary

This chapter discusses the phonetic structure of partially nasal consonants and it reviews
the types of such consonants known to occur, and presents some interpretations of the
ways that the phonetic patterns relate to phonological structures. The phrase, partially
nasal consonants, is intended to describe only segments that contain a part that is a
nasal in the traditional phonetic use of that term. The class of segments discussed in the
chapter is the one that consists of an interval of time that is considered to be a single
consonantal element but which contain a subpart during which the velopharyngeal port is
open and the oral escape of air is blocked. The chapter presents the distinctions
between underlying and derived prenasalized stops. The prenasalized stops are
persuasively analyzed as single segments from the phonological point of view. There are
stops of two types, voiceless oral and voiced prenasalized. These two types of stop have
the same distributional patterns.
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